Stickman Oak Wood Slide Box

*Designed Robert Yarger 2002 (Stickman No. 1), and made by him in 2017.*

(oak, 4.75 x 4.75 x 8 inches)

According to the maker:

"The first puzzle designed by artist Robert Yarger. These were limited in edition to just 100 puzzles, but the last 15 copies were not produced until now."

Here are photos of the puzzle being solved:

*Copyright J. A. Storer*
Stickman Oak Wood Slide Box

Stickman Oak Wood Slide Boxes are the first puzzle design by artist Robert Yarger. This rugged and rustic box contains 3 hidden compartments, and requires a minimum of 7 steps to fully open.

Oak Wood Slide Boxes are limited in edition, and only 100 of them will be made.

This puzzle is No. 95 of the limited edition set.
Solution:

Slide back side tabs on both sides. *(Note that some versions have tabs going in opposite directions.)*

Push center block out fully from the opposite side. A fully pushed block will cause the first drawer to partially open ¼ inch.
Pull out first drawer fully.

Push center block back fully in opposite direction.
Close the first compartment, causing the second compartment to push out.

Slide center bar back in the opposite direction again.
Push out the last drawer from the back, using the hole in its opposite end.